


Search Engine Optimization (SEO)

Definition =

It is a process by which we help the websites 
to get better rankings in organic search results 
of search engines like google, yahoo, bing etc.
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How Search Engine Collects Data?

• Spiders / Crawlers = Collects data from 
internet about various websites

• Robots = Set of protocols / Rules for spiders to 
crawl on website 

• Sitemaps = Two types = .xml and .html = Gives 
a complete website briefing (Index page of 
Website)



Optimization Techniques

• Onpage Optimization = Related to website 
structure, i.e. coding, meta tags, web content, 
website opening speed, etc.

• Offpage Optimization = Related to creating 
backlinks (linkbuilding)



Meta Tags:

• Website Source Code:



Meta Tags:

• On Search Engine:



Link Building Techniques

1. Article Submission = Comparison of products, 
explanation of your products, categories already 
present, media such as video and image cannot be 
embedded every time

2. Blog Submission = Expression of anything, similar to 
website making, categories can be defined, media 
such as image and videos can be embedded

3. Social Bookmarking

4. Directory Submission = Two types = B2B 
(Indiamart.in) and B2C (Sulekha.com) Similar to 
yellow pages



Link Building Techniques

5. Classified Submission = Ads, similar to olx
where buying and selling takes place

6. Image Sharing = photo sharing

7. Video Sharing = Submitting videos to sites 
like Youtube

8. Document Sharing = Similar to Whitepapers 
or research papers you find on Internet, 
Catalogs can be shared here.



Link Building Techniques

9. Commenting = Giving good reviews for blogs and on 
news sites

10. Review = Reviews about products or services 
11. Forum Submission = Discussion board, where queries 

can be asked
12. Google / Yahoo Groups = Group services popular for 

making a community
13. RSS Submission = Submitting to live feeds
14. Press Release = It is a kind of media release similar to 

press conference where people are introduced to new 
company or services



Types of SEO

1. White Hat SEO = Done according to Guidelines 
of Search engine

2. Black Hat SEO = When we do not follow the 
Guidelines of Search engine. Create Spam Or 
promote in / for unethical sites like adult, 
gambling or few medicines which are considered 
not appropriate by Search engines for 
promotion

3. Gray Hat SEO = Not a proper definition provided, 
but falls in between white hat and gray hat.


